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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Carolyn Bloodworth is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the 
state to help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search her name on the “Our State of Generosity” 
website [ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the 
two-part puzzle below for her core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of 
words in the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Ms. Bloodworth’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  

A   L    L         V   O    I    C   E    S         G    E   T         H   E    A   R   D 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/carolyn-bloodworth/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Peter Christ is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the state to 
help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search his name on the “Our State of Generosity” website 
[ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the two-part 
puzzle below for his core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of words in 
the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Mr. Christ’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

  

A   N    N   U   I     T    Y 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/peter-christ/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Julie Fisher Cummings is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the 
state to help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search her name on the “Our State of Generosity” 
website [ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the 
two-part puzzle below for her core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of 
words in the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Mrs. Cummings’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

  

B    O   A   R   D         M   E   M   B    E   R 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/julie-fisher-cummings/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Barbara Getz is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the state to 
help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search her name on the “Our State of Generosity” website 
[ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the two-part 
puzzle below for her core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of words in 
the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Ms. Getz’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  

 C   O   R    P   O    R   A   T    E          G    I    V    I    N   G 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/barbara-getz/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
John Hosking is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the state to 
help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search his name on the “Our State of Generosity” website 
[ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the two-part 
puzzle below for his core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of words in 
the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Mr. Hosking’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

  

A   R    T   S    

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/john-hosking/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Arend “Don” Lubbers is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the 
state to help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search his name on the “Our State of Generosity” 
website [ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the 
two-part puzzle below for his core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of 
words in the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Mr. Lubbers’ message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 G   O   O   D         W   O   R   K 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/arend-don-lubbers/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Bruce Maza is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the state to 
help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search his name on the “Our State of Generosity” website 
[ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the two-part 
puzzle below for his core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of words in 
the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Mr. Maza’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  

 C    I     V   I    L           S   O   C     I     E   T   Y 

(2 words) 

(2 words) 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/bruce-maza/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
James “Jim” McHale is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the 
state to help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search his name on the “Our State of Generosity” 
website [ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the 
two-part puzzle below for his core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of 
words in the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Mr. McHale’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 L    O   N   G    -    T    E   R   M         V    I    E   W 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/james-jim-mchale/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Joel Orosz is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the state to help 
create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search his name on the “Our State of Generosity” website 
[ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the two-part 
puzzle below for his core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of words in 
the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Dr. Orosz’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
  

 A    D   V    I    S    I    N   G 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/joel-orosz/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Amy Smitter is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the state to 
help create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search her name on the “Our State of Generosity” website 
[ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the two-part 
puzzle below for her core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of words in 
the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Ms. Smitter’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 A    N  N   U   A    L          G    I    V    I    N   G 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/amy-smitter/
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Servant Leadership Double Puzzle 
 
Karen Tice is a Michigan philanthropist who has collaborated with other servant leaders across the state to help 
create an unparalleled culture of philanthropy. Search her name on the “Our State of Generosity” website 
[ourstateofgenerosity.org] to read the Leader Profile on this dedicated philanthropist, then solve the two-part 
puzzle below for her core message on servant leadership. The scrambled hints indicate the number of words in 
the phrases. Leave blank boxes for the spaces between words.  
After completing the puzzle, discuss or write how Dr. Tice’s message impacts your life. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

A    N   T    H  R    O   P   O    L   O   G     I    S   T 

http://ourstateofgenerosity.org/leader/karin-tice/

